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ACCESSING AN ORACLE DATABASE FROM PSP

ANTAL Tiberiu Alexandru

Abstract. The paper presents the utilization of the PL/SQL language to build dynamic web
pages (PSP - Pl/sql Server Pages) using an Oracle database and the Oracle HTTP Server.

1. Accessing AN ORACLE DATABASE FROM THE INTERNET

The Internet started to grow in the late 1990s. Specific IT applications that shared real time
information only within a particular organization were substituted with information resources that were
directly interacting with clients and suppliers. Oracle’s entire product line was changed to meet this new
principle and the letter “i” added to the end of the Oracle products (Oracle 8i, Oracle 9i) that were
fulfilling this demand. Today, there are several ways to connect an Oracle 10g database to the Internet:

# through a web server, which is included with the database server;
# through a web server that is not included with the product (IIS via OO4O);
# through Java and XML;
# through development tools by building browser -based applications.

2. CONFIGURING THE APACHE SERVER

Oracle HTTP Server (OHS) is a web server that comes included with the Oracle database server.
It is based on the Apaches web server, but it has different mods. The mod that provides connection to
the PL/SQL engine with Oracle is mod_plsql. 

2.1 DATA ACCESS DESCRIPTOR SPECIFICATION

When a user calls an Oracle procedure, the Oracle HTTP Server uses the DAD (Data Access
Descriptor) to access the databases. The DAD identifies the target database and the user by a specific
username and password. The httpd.conf is the OHS configuration file, stored in the
$ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Apache/conf directory. It contains directives that set parameters and options
for the OHS. By default, the port for the HTTP servers is 80. If this port is busy, the installation will
use the first free port staring from 7777.

As running a PL/SQL page requires to type an URL by the following general syntax
“http://<server>:port/pls/dadname/plsqlname”, one way of avoiding this is to use the
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subsequent html file:

<HTML>
<SCRIPT>

document.location 

="http://localhost:7778/pls/mec/search1"
</SCRIPT>
</HTML>

The following interfaces are used to create, edit and delete DADs. The OHS from Figure 1 is
running  on port 7778. The server must be started from $ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Apache/bin with
startapache.exe. If all goes well and the server starts it will show the following line: Oracle HTTP
Server Powered by Apache/1.3.22 (Win32) mod_plsql/3.0.9.8.3b mod_ssl/2.8.5 OpenSSL/0.9.6b
mod_fastcgi/2.2.12 mod_oprocmgr/1.0 mod_perl/1.25 running.

To test if the OHS, from the local machine, is working properly open the main page for the OHS
configuration by typing in the browser the http://localhost:7778 address.

If the OHS is configured to work on port 80, the http://localhost address would be enough
to get the screen from Figure 1, else, probably, it’s working on some other port (this port can be found
in the  httpd.conf file). As the OHS server is running now, the links to be followed in order to create
a new DAD are shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. In Figure 4, the new DAD’s name is MEC
and user tibi will be connected to the mecanism database. In Figure 3, this new DAD is already created,
however it will only be shown there after stepping through the screen from Figure 4 and selecting the
Apply button.

Figure 1 - The general configuration page of the OHS.
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Figure 2 - DAD cofiguration screen.

Figure 3 - Adding a new DAD.
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2.2 LOADING PSP’s INTO THE DATABASE

A PSP page will be kept in the Oracle database as a stored procedure. Each page file
corresponds to one stored procedure in the database. PSP code can be edited with a HTML editor, but
the code is stored as compiled PL/SQL to provide the best efficiency. The pages are compiled and
loaded using the loadpsp external command:

D:\mecanisme>loadpsp
usage: loadpsp [-replace] -user <logon> [<page1> <page2> ...]
       where <logon> ::= <username>/<password>[@<connect_string>]

To load the search1.psp file, from the current directory, in the mecanism database as the tibi user
with the signovinces password, write the line:

D:\mecanisme>loadpsp -replace -user tibi/signovinces@mecanism search1.psp
"get_types.psp": procedure "get_types" created.

If any error occurs, the file will not be loaded in the database and the error position, with the
reason of the error, will be displayed at this moment. 

3. THE DATABASE STRUCTURE and the PSP CODE USED TO ACCESS THE DATA

The table structures accessed from the Oracle database, together with their data, are shown in
Figure 5. The relationship between TIP and TIP_CAR is one to many. 

Figure 4 - Configuration page for the a new DAD.
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3.1 HTML AND PSP FILES USED TO ACCESS THE DATA

The files form the application are index.html, search1.psp, search2.psp and
get_type_cars.psp. 

3.1.1 THE INDEX.HTML FILE - CALLING A STORED PROCEDURE FROM THE
WEB BROWSER

This file will be opened first by the user. Its purpose is to open the search1.psp stored
procedure from the database. The line http://localhost:7778/pls/mec/search1 is an URL used
to call the PL/SQL stored procedure in the Oracle database from the Web browser.

<HTML>
<SCRIPT>

document.location ="http://localhost:7778/pls/mec/search1"
</SCRIPT>
</HTML>

3.1.2 THE SEARCH1.PSP FILE

A PSP file is, typical, a mixture of statical parts written in HTML and PL/SQL code that
provides the dynamical regions of the page. The following code shows how tho call the search2.psp
stored procedure form the database.

<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>Search for a mechanism type</TITLE>

Figure 5 - The tables accessed from the Oracle database.
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</HEAD>
<BODY>

<H1>Give the name of the mechanism type</H1>
<FORM NAME="search_form" ACTION="search2" METHOD="POST">

<INPUT NAME="p_search" TYPE="TEXT">
<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Search">

</FORM>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Once a PSP file is stored in the database it will be manipulated using the PL/SQL Web Toolkit.
The scope of the Toolkit is to minimize the HTML knowledge when developing code and to provide
access to specific HTTP services. The facilities offered by the Toolkit are grouped in packages. Using
the procedures defined in the build-in htp package the code can generate HTML tags and return a
HTML document to the calling Web browser. The previous code, after it’s stored in the database, will
have the following look:

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE search1  AS 
 BEGIN NULL;

htp.prn('<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Search for a mechanism type</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

<H1>Give the name of the mechanism type</H1>

<FORM NAME="search_form" ACTION="search2" METHOD="POST">

<INPUT NAME="p_search" TYPE="TEXT">

<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Search">
</FORM>

</BODY>

</HTML>
');
 END;
/

The htp.prn will print a text from PL/SQL. This text will be the response of the OHS sent to
the Web browser. Both codes provide the same result. The first version is preferred by those who have
good HTML knowledge, while the second by those who have experience with PL/SQL packages. The
form generated by the search1.psp stored procedure is shown Figure 6. The information from the text
field with the name p_search will be passed to the search2.psp stored procedure using the POST
method when the Search button is pressed. The filed should contain a type name (NUMEDETIP) from
the TIBI.TIP (Figure 5) table or any part of such a type name (when matching will be made with any
row that contains that part - in the example from Figure 5 this part is “ba”) 

3.1.3 THE SEARCH2.PSP FILE

The standard scriplet tag, in all scripting languages, starts with the “<%” delimiter, followed by
the script code, then ends with the “%>” delimiter. In the case of PSP any valid PL/SQL code can be
used here.

Most of the scripting languages support a number of special scripting tags called directives.
Directives will not generate code but will influence the code generation. The directives used in the
following codes are: 
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# The page directive is used to specify the language of the page, the type of information
being produced and the exception file. Bellow, the only attribute used is language,
other attributes are contentType and errorPage. The attribute values are case-
sensitive. By default, the contentType has the text/html value. 

# The procedure directive will specify the name of the stored procedure that will be
loaded in the database. By default, this is the same with the PSP file name, without the
.PSP extension. The parameter directive describes the parameters passed into the
procedure. The description contains the name, the data type and the parameter defaults.

# The declaration directive defines variables and cursors to be used in the PL/SQL
code. The delimiters for this directive are “<%!”, “%>”. The name of the cursor defined
bellow is all_types. 

# The expression directive has the following syntax “<%= variable %>” and enables
printing of text from PL/SQL without using the special printing command of the script
language. In P/SQL the following PSP cods give the same results:

<%htp.print(rec.ID_TIP);%>
<%= rec.ID_TIP %>

<%@ page language="PL/SQL"%>
<%@ plsql procedure="search2"%>
<%@ plsql parameter="p_search" type="varchar2" default="null"%>

<%! cursor all_types IS
 select * FROM tip WHERE UPPER(NUMEDETIP) LIKE '%' || UPPER(p_search) || '%'
ORDER BY NUMEDETIP;
 %>

<html>
<head>

<title>Mechanisms from the database (PSP code)</title>
</head>

<body>
<h1>Found types in the database</h1>
<table border=1>

<tr>
<th>ID
</th>
<th>Element types
</th>

</tr>
<% for rec in all_types loop %>

<tr>
<td><%= rec.ID_TIP %>
</td>
<td> <A HREF = "get_type_cars?p_id=<%= rec.ID_TIP%>&p_name=<%=

rec.NUMEDETIP %>"><%= rec.NUMEDETIP %>
</A>

</td>
</tr>

<% end loop; %>
</table>

</body>
</html>

The code from above will produce the screen from Figure 7. The information from the second
table column is a hyperlink that will open a new page. Two parameters are passed to the
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get_type_cars stored procedure. The first will identify the “many part” of the rows from the
TIBI.TIP_CAR table corresponding to the “one” part defined by the ID_TIP from the TIBI.TIP table.
The second parameter will be simply displayed on the new Web page in order to describe the type to
which are belonging of the listed characteristics from the table (Figure 8). A hyperlink implicitly uses
the GET method to send information to the OHS. For example, selecting the element transmitator (bara)
hyperlink, the following URL will be passed to the Web server:

http://localhost:7778/pls/mec/get_type_cars?p_id=120&p_name=element%20trasmitato
r%20(bara)

This URL can be broken down into the following parts:

# http:// - defines the protocol used to transfer the information between the server and
browser;

# localhost - the name of the server used to access the Oracle database;
# 7778 - the TCP/IP port number used by the Web Listener; it must be present if a

different port from the standard port number 80 for http and 443 for https is used;
# /pls/mec/ - is the virtual path of the program specified by the DAD;
# get_type_cars - the name of the procedure to be run;
# p_id=120 - p_id is the name of the first parameter and 110 it’s value;
# p_name=element%20trasmitator%20(bara) - the name and the value of the second

parameter.

Because the GET passes the parameters as a part of the URL the pages can be bookmarked,
while the POST method sends the data through the standard input, so the parameter information doesn’t
appear in the URL. Typically, sensitive data (passwords, user names) will be passed using POST, as it’s
invisible. From the PL/SQL’s procedure point of view the method used to pass the data from the form
is not important because the PL/SQL module handles the translation from the QUERY_STRING or
standard input automatically.

3.1.4 THE GET_TYPE_CARS.PSP FILE

The following code will display the page from Figure 8. 

<%@ page language="PL/SQL"%>
<%@ plsql procedure="get_type_cars"%>
<%@ plsql parameter="p_id" type="number" default="0"%>
<%@ plsql parameter="p_name" type="varchar2" default="null"%>

<%! cursor all_types IS
 select * FROM tip_car where id_tip = p_id ORDER BY DESCRIPTOR_CARACTERISTICA_TIP;
 %>

<html>
<head>

<title>Get the mecanism type characteristics from the database (PSP
code)

</title>
</head>

<body>
<h1>List of the characteristics for type <%= p_name %> in the database
</h1>
<table border=1>
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<tr>
<th>ID
</th>
<th>Characteristics Name
</th>
<th>Characteristics type descriptor
</th>
<th>Characteristics type description
</th>

</tr>
<% for rec in all_types loop %>

<tr>
<td><%= rec.ID_TIP_CAR %>
</td>
<td><%= rec.NUME_CARACTERISICA_TIP %>
</td>
<td><%= rec.DESCRIPTOR_CARACTERISTICA_TIP %>
</td>
<td><%= rec.DESCRIERE %>
</td>

</tr>
<% end loop; %>

</table>
</body>
</html>

Figure 6 - The input form generated by the
search1 stored procedure.

Figure 7 - The Web page generated by the
search2 stored procedure.

Figure 8 - The Web page generated by the
get_type_cars stored procedure.
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Accesul la o baz| de date Oracle folosind PSP

Lucrarea prezint| modalitatea de accesare a tabelelor dintr-o baz| de date Oracle folosind
limbajul de script PL/SQL (PSP). Spre deosebire de limbajele de script clasice (ASP, JSP), codul
PSP-ul este compilat Õi stocat în baza de date Oracle în vederea creÕterii performaÛelor de vitez|.
Lucrarea conÛine tehnologia specific| Õi situaÛiile tipice referitoare la transferul de parametri între un
formular HTML Õi o procedur| PSP.
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